
What is MIDL? 

science 
data 

MIDL is focused on simple, basic 
analysis. 

Software is layered to make it modular. 
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An abstract layer 
that can represent 
particle, mag, 
plasma, 
ephemeris, or 
pointing 
data from any data 
set 
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Supported Missions 
Cassini - MIMI, CAPS, MAG 
Geotail - EPIC, MAG 
ACE - EPAM, SWEPAM, MAG 
Voyager 1 and 2 - LECP 
Galileo - EPD 
New Horizons - PEPSSI 
MESSENGER - EPS, MAG 
 
ISEE 1 and 2 
AMPTE/MEPA 
 
JUNO - JEDI 
RBSP - RBSPICE 
MMS -  
 



Types of Data 

energetic particle rates (spectra spectrograms) 

energetic particle PHA data 

mag data 

plasma data (density, temp., velocity) 
ephemeris and pointing (some SPICE-like 
capabilities) 

MIDL is a data exploration tool.  Simple 
views, easy export to in depth analysis 
environments. 









Pitch Angle 



Multi-Instrument Interactive 



Custom and New Plotting 
Capabilities 

For each team, we inevitably develop new 
visualization tools capability. 
 
Sometimes, the new tools are specific to the 
data from one instrument, but most of the time, 
the new tools can be used by any other team as 
well. 



Playing with others 
•Multi-instrument quick look plots.  Interactive 

and generated “daily” 
•Export selected/calibrated/filtered data to 

CSV, potentially CDF with TDAS info as well 
•Should be “easy” to ingest any CDFs with 

regulation TDAS meta-data (since we have 
to do it for RB-Spice anyway) 

•Differs from Autoplot in that we start from 
“raw” data and apply latest calibration on 
ingest, but… 

•Uses same rendering engine as Autoplot 
•Could be “wrapped” as an Autoplot input 

source 
 



Integration With SciBox 

PEPSSI FOV 

MESSENGER Trajectory 
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